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نحش ل ىبرع  بلطلا  عبتت   Language English ىبرع  Skip to content Last updated date: March 1, 2021 Why Trust DWYM? DWYM is your trusted product review source. Along with our in-house experts, our team analyzes thousands of product reviews from the most trusted websites. We then create one easy-to-understand review. Learn more. Look for the DWYM seal for products that
are the best in the category. We looked at the top Hunting Scopes and dug through the reviews from some of the most popular review sites. Through this analysis, we've determined the best Hunting Scope you should buy. Editor's Note March 1, 2021:Checkout The Best Hunting Scope for a detailed review of all the top hunting scopes. The bonded coatings on this hunting scope
are fade-resistant and won't wear down over time. In addition to being durable, this model features multi-colored lenses that allow 95% light transmission. Your view will remain bright and colorful. As an added bonus, this scope comes with its own cleaning cloth. In our analysis of 75 expert reviews, the CVLIFE CVLIFE Hunting Rifle Scope placed 4th when we looked at the top 10
products in the category. For the full ranking, see below. Feature: Eye Relief: 3.52 Inches. Exit Pupil: 5.1-16.9mm. Illuminated Level: 5 Intensity (Red) and 5 Intensity (Green). Tube diameter: 1" (25.4mm). Length: 40cm. Net Weight: 630gram(approx.). Battery: CR 2032 x 1 (Included). Package Include: 1 x 6-24x50mm AO Rifle Scope. 1 x lens cover. 2 x scope mounts for 20mm
weaver dovetail rail only The Magnification range on this one is 6-24X and it comes with red or green illuminated reticle which helps out sighting in low light or realy any range. The 50mm objective lens is part of the Kellner eyepiece, which has incredible focus ability that can adjust for even near sighted or far sighted shooters to use without wearing glasses. The magnification
range is 6x to 24x. The multicoated lens allows for 90% light transmission, and there are both red and green illuminated reticle options for use under any daylight or low lighting conditions. The click value of the adjustment knobs is 1/8th of an inch at 100 yards. This particular one is for someone looking for a relatively affordable scope with all the basic features and also performs
well. It offers 6-24x magnification, a 50mm objective diameter and a field of view of 28 feet when at 100 yards away. Also, this red and green illuminated scope comes with a free mount. The scope is easy to adjust and once you have sighted it, you’ll be able to consistently hit the target. The build is sturdy and the scope won’t let you down. The turrets are easy to adjust and
capped. The CVLIFE Optics Hunting Rifle Scope 6-24×50 is a very good rifle scope. It mounts very easily, sight is very clear and it provides a bright field view such that you can lock the turrets to prevent loss of zero-ability. It’s certainly built with the avid hunter in mind. It has 11 settings that range from either using black or red illumined red setting or green. This scope has some
solid features but it doesn’t outperform other high-end scopes at high magnification. This is a common caveat with budget scopes when compared to high-end brands. Don’t let this turn you off from the amount of money you’re going to save while still getting a great scope. CVLIFE delivers sharp, bright images regardless of the environmental light conditions thanks to the high-
quality Kellner eyepiece. The wide field of view is guaranteed by the 50mm objective lens that eliminates most of the image aberrations. Ideal for both short and long range shooting, this scope has a maximum magnification of 24X. Clocking at a low price, this rather well-rated illuminated reticle scope features red or green reticles, a built in range finder, water, fog and shockproof
construction, 6-24 power magnification and a huge 50mm objective lens. This hunting scope is well-built; made of durable aluminum alloy with zooming quality, protective lens and illuminated green and red mil-dot. Hunters can control the brightness with the help of 5 level brightness control. The rifle is easy to mount and offers a clear sight with bright field view so that user can
padlock the steeples to avoid zero-ability loss. Will need adjustments after recoil The one negative aspect we came across is focused on the zoom. People are saying it isn’t a true x24 zoom when compared to other brands like a Nikon x24. Each year approximately 15 million Americans participate in the sport of hunting. If you find yourself among them, you’ll need to make sure
you have the proper gear. The second most important piece of equipment besides your hunting rifle is a scope. This tool allows you to narrow in on your target for more accurate results. Before comparing hunting scope features, you need to ensure that the scope is compatible with your specific rifle. Once you confirm that it is, you can move on to the scope’s construction
materials. You want a model that’s designed to last. One made of a high-strength aircraft aluminum is a good choice. Others have sealants that make them shockproof, fog-proof and rainproof. Review the lens next. A multi-colored lens is best, as it eliminates glare and provides a higher light transmission than a simple blue light. Some models are equipped with as many as five
illumination modes, so that’s another element you may wish to look for. Check for easy-to-use wind and elevation adjustments. These are essential when it comes to helping your bullet reach the target. You’ll also want an eyepiece with quick and easy reticle focusing, so that you never miss a shot. Don’t forget to take a look at the adjustable objective. Some models offer a range of
15 yards to infinity, while others have a starting range of just 3 yards. Long eye relief and an ultra-forgiving eye box are also essential, as you don’t want to put your eyes in unnecessary danger. Dirt and smudges can really affect how well you see through the hunting scope’s lens, especially if the lighting levels are low. Some scopes come with their own cleaning cloth. If your
model doesn’t, you’ll need to look for a lint-free cloth that you can use to clean the scope. Starting with a soft-bristle brush is best, as this tool works well to dislodge any dirt or debris. Afterward, wipe down the lens with the cleaning cloth. It’s best to wipe in a circular motion. Scopes that are more than just a little dirty may need an anti-fog liquid lens cleaner and a lens cleaning
tissue to get the job done. Always apply the liquid to the cleaning tissue and then wipe down your lens. Never drip the liquid directly onto the lens itself. Go back over the lens afterward with a clean, dry, lint-free cloth. While there is always the option to pay a gunsmith to mount the scope to your rifle, it is a task you can complete on your own. Start off by mounting the scope low
and then checking that the eye relief doesn’t smack into your nose. Now you can align the base and tighten the screws to secure the scope. Finally, you’ll need to mount the rings, check the alignment and position the scope. If you run into any trouble mounting your scope, check YouTube for step-by-step videos that you can follow. Sometimes seeing someone complete the task
helps. Size, construction materials and the number of features all come in to play when pricing hunting scopes. The CVLIFE Hunting Rifle Scope and the CVLIFE Illuminated Scope are among the most budget-friendly options. You’ll pay a moderate cost for the UTG BugBuster Scope, while the Vortex Optics Crossfire II Riflescopes is able to command a higher price. HomeSports
and OutdoorsSports and FitnessHunting and FishingShootingOpticsGun ScopesRifle ScopesCVLIFE Hunting Rifle Scope 6-24×50 AOE Red and Green Illuminated Gun Scope with Free Mount - 86% Description Amazon Customer Reviews Additional information Reviews (0) Features? Eye Relief: 3.52 Inches Exit Pupil: 5.1-16.9mm Illuminated Level: 5 Intensity (Red) and 5
Intensity (Green) Tube diameter: 1″ (25.4mm) Length: 40cm Net Weight: 630gram(approx.) Battery: CR 2032 x 1 (Included) Package Include: 1 x 6-24x50mm AO Rifle Scope 1 x lens cover 2 x scope mounts for 20mm weaver dovetail rail only Magnification: 6-24x Objective Diameter: 50mm Field Of View: 28 ft @ 100 yards Click Value: 1/8 inch @ 100 yards Illuminated Type of
the rifle scope: Red and Green It’s always fun to find hunting scope within your desired price range. And very few scopes can offer you the quality at the price that CVLIFE Scopes offer.Better it is, to have expensive scopes while hunting as they’re able to perform outstandingly, but there are some scopes that nearly do the job of premium classed scope but with less spending.
CVLIFE 6-24×50 is just one of them. It is, in fact, one of the lowest-priced scopes in the market.In this CVLIFE scope 6-24×50 review, we will show you that you can get a premium scope at affordable prices. CVLIFE Scope 6-24×50 Review – A Complete CVLIFE scope reviewThis CVLIFE 6-24×50 is a sort of scope that you would love to own. Why go for CVLIFE 6-24? Find out
the answer in the following sections:AffordabilityHunters prefer this scope over other scopes because of the quality it provides in the price range. It’s a hot favorite for the low-end scope seekers. Although not every CVLIFE model is grand, the CVLIFE scope 6-24×50 is a different perfect-in-class scope from the most excellent in the hunting business.MagnificationWhile we are
searching for the technical specifications, it stuns us to observe that you find a rifle scope with an impressive magnification with a 50 mm objective. If you set a quicker look, you see that the price is low and it’s not a lousy scope.Packaging and Components CVLIFE 6-24 comes in nice black packaging. Inside the packaging, you’ll find a nice cleaning cloth. You’d be amazed to know
that you will get a free mount with the package.The scope is covered with bubble wrap so that it is protected from any sort of outside damage. It also offers you a nice lens cover with which you’ll be able to keep the lenses clean and scratch-free.With the rifle scope, you are also getting a CR 2032 scope battery.Instruction ManualOne thing that we find negative about this scope is it
doesn’t come with any instruction manuals. If you’re a newcomer in the field of rifling then you may find it difficult to mount the scope to your rifle.IlluminationWe always look for illumination while buying scopes, well CVLIFE 6-24 is giving you illuminated reticle both in green and Red.Eye ReliefEye relief is often considered before getting a quality rifle scope. Without good eye relief,
it gets a bit risky for your shoot with your rifle, especially if it has a good amount of recoil.READ  Best Red Dot Sight under $200 In 2021 – Our Top 5 PicksSo, if you don’t want a hole on your face you should better have eye relief on your scope. CVLIFE gives you 3.52 inches of eye relief in this scope which should protect you from rifle recoil.Main Features of CVLIFE 6-24X50 6-
24x Magnification SystemAn awesome coated lens50 millimeters of Objective LengthWell-built turrets with proper dials28 feet at 100 yards Field of ViewSolid constructionClick Value of 1/8 inch at 100 yardsFree ShippingRed and Green Illuminated Crosshairs type of the riflescopeEye Relief of 3.52 InchesInside The PackageAn awesome 6-24x50mm AO ScopeOne protective lens
coverTwo essential scope mounts for 20 millimeters weaver fit together rail only.Ozarks Airgunner reviewed 5.0 out of 5 stars in Amazon and saysCVLIFE 6-24×50 review: A Great Value For The Money!!!Let’s get into the user experience for this scope.Zoom and FocusYou may face difficulty because of blurriness that comes while adjusting the zoom. But you’ll have to adjust the
focus to make it clearer.Specification ChartOriginal CVLIFE package came in nice and tidy but it lacked a specification chart. This can be tricky for beginners to understand the specifications without a chart.PerformanceThis scope by CVLIFE performs quite well, can very well be compared with more expensive scopes. Mil-dot of the scope outstanding. The reticle is something that
we should be talking about positively. With most of the lower-priced scopes, the reticle looks thick but with this one, it’s not the case. The reticle of this scope is instead quite thin.The green, black, and red-light reticle jobs are fantastic for unusual lighting circumstances. The brightest setting is somewhat overwhelming until you connect a battery. Formerly the riflescope is displayed
in; it remains zero. I hold my hunting rifle by the CVLIFE scope and have no issues with the precision.Adjustable Objective Parenthetically, the AO of this scope does obtain quite hard to spin in the cold weather. This is an excellent point as it heats the AO won’t be able to shift on you while you fire the rifle.Weather ConditionsWe’ve applied the rifle scope in different kinds of climate
conditions, in light rain and a cold-weather mix, in light snow and fog as well. I’ve no smog or lucidity concerns.Rifles Last of all if you’re heading for an amount this scope on a Magnum Spring Rifle, keep yourself an annoyance and purchase a Magnum Spring ring mount. These rifles contain a trend to demolish many rifle scopes unless you are using specific Ring Mounts.READ 
Benefits of Having A Gun Safe Door Organizer - 5 Proven StpesMountingIf you aim at mount this scope to the Barrel Breach, you’ll spoil it while attempting to angle the rifle. Always try to find the center of the riflescope, linking base and start of the turret. And put the rifle scope mount single mark ahead of middle on the Pica tinny rail.This job will poise the rifle scope just fine for
most of the applications. You need to confirm that the rifle is level. Also, try to level the scope, and make tighter down the mount twists in a spiral outline.AdjustmentsYou’re getting multiple adjusting options with the scope. It has a total of 3 knobs to do the adjusting with one going for zoom and the other two for focus adjustments. The scope has crosshairs installed so you’ll be able
to function without batteries as well.Even though the riflescope is planned for a hunting scope, however, it employs fine for every kind of shooting. It is quite long. So you’ll require to be cautious.TurretsScope turret is highly important while looking at a particular scope. The turrets of this scope are user-friendly and give you positive clicks. You should be able to adjust the turrets
without much hesitation.Quality of the scope’s glass is phenomenal at such a price.DrawbacksAs we have talked about all the positive experiences that come with the scope. Let’s look at some of its drawbacks as well. First of all, the zoom as you might have guessed is not bad, but never equal to the same magnification rate of Nikon or Leupold. So, you may not get a true 24x
with this economic choice, but what it offers at the price point is quite good IMO.Secondly, focusing can get a bit difficult and boring as you’ll have to focus every distance you wish to shoot at. So, there is room for improvement here.Lastly, It’s better to have extra pair batteries in case if you run out of your previous battery.Unboxing of CVLIFE 6-24×50 AOE Hunting Rifle ScopeI
have found this unboxing video for your help. This video will show you about features, quality, and a brief of CVLIFE 6-24×50 scope. Hope you will like it. functional rifle scope with amazing extras that also help the common price.Great clearness with the changeable colors and also the brightness are ideal.These riflescopes are capable of focusing visibly down to 10 yards.Mounted
to your AR rifle completely and hit the range as well.With no trouble holding a zero by a decent quantity of recoil.The zoom is unbelievable with the green, red and black crosshairs are good.The manufacturers are kind enough to consist of the battery also!It is a superior match up for every deer hunting category rifle.READ  How to Clean A Gun with Household ItemsSometimes you
cannot zero this scope properly.The reticle started to spin generously while you are in the shooting.Some reviewers complain about the adjustments are incredibly inflexible.The customer care service is a little bit slow.Frequently Asked Questions (FAQS) I have an air rifle with such a powerful recoil. Will this scope bear solid recoil devoid of losing the zero?Answer: If you are using
a SPRINGER then our answer is no! If it is PCP, in that case, yes! It will hold up properly.Where can I get a perfect sunshade to fit this rifle scope?Answer: We think you’ll get it on Amazon. Try to make sure that the size is right.Are the battery constantly required fully for this rifle scope to work well?Answer: No! The crosshairs are noticeable with no spinning on the illumination.Final
Words Finally, we hope that this CVLIFE scope review will help you to boost your knowledge to make the right decision. This can be regarded as one of the best choices in terms of taking long-range shots for deer hunting, compared to the other scopes it does a very good job. The adjustments of the scope are trouble-free to do. You don’t have any problem finding your shot at the
target, just the once you’ve zeroed the rifle scope. You cannot see better optics within this price range. If you are not ready to spend lots of money, this is a perfect scope for you! Highly Recommended! If you are a .22lr rifle owner you should read Best scope for 22lr review.If you’ve any sorts of questions regarding the use of this CVLIFE scope, please don’t hesitate to leave a
comment and we will get back to you.Happy hunting!
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